
Manner and degree in French comparison and in exclamative constructions  

French word comme is used to build identity comparison (as in 1a-b) and exclamative 
constructions (as in 1c):  

(1) a. Jean travaille comme son père travaillait au début du siècle.  

(lit.) John works like/as his father worked at beginning of century  

a’. Jean travaille comme son père.  

(lit.) John works like/as his father  

b. Paul se comporte comme Marie avait prévu qu’il le ferait.  

(lit.) Paul behaves like/as Marie Aux.have predicted that he it-do(Condit)  

c. Comme il travaille!  

(lit.) How he works!  

Syntactically, comme is a wh- word which behaves as a manner adverb. Both 
comparative and exclamative constructions are extraction contexts: comme comparative 
construction is a free relative clause, a head-adjunct phrase headed by the adverb comme, 
whether exclamative construction is a clause, a filler-head construction where comme is 
the filler. Comparison allows ellipsis (as in 1a’), which does not modify our analysis 
here.  

The problem we would like to address concerns the constraints that determine the so-
called “manner interpretation” of comme phrases in the verbal domain, that is when 
comme comparative phrase is a verbal modifier (1a-a’) or a verbal complement (1b) and 
when comme exclamative word is the filler of a verbal modifier (1c) or a verbal 
complement. The semantics of identity comparison is roughly understood as a relation 
between the manner of two predicates. This leads to a range of interpretations wider than 
scalar comparison (with comparative adverbs and que clause, as in 2a), which is 
restricted to a degree interpretation (quantity or intensity) bound to the semantics of an 
ordering relation.  

(2) a. Jean dort plus/moins/autant que son frère (dort)  

(lit.) John sleeps more/less/ as-much than his brother (sleeps)  

b. Jean dort comme son frère (dort)  

(lit.) John sleeps like/as his brother (sleeps)  

c. Tu devrais voir comme Jean dort!  

(lit.) you should see how John sleeps!  

d. Qu’est-ce qu’il dort!  

(lit.) How he sleeps!  

In identity comparison clause 2b or in exclamative clause 2c, the interpretation of the 
manner of sleeping may be quantity (i.e. depth/amount of sleep, or duration, or 
frequency) or purely manner (on her side, with a strange smile on her face, etc.) which 
contrasts with scalar comparative 2a or even scalar exclamative clause 2d (with high 
degree exclamative word qu’est-ce que) whose both interpretations are restricted to 
quantity.  

We show that different constraints need to be accounted for in order to explain (better 
yet, to predict) the semantic possibilities that comme phrases allow. Among others, we 
examine the semantic type of the predicate (e.g., aktionsart, tense, agentivity), 
subcategorization (e.g. presence or absence of an object) and the argumental frame (e.g., 
the semantic type of arguments), inferences driven by prototypic properties associated 
with the constituent left by the ellipsis in comparative constructions, and pragmatic 
properties of the situation in exclamative constructions.  
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